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Environmental Policy UNI EN ISO 14001:2015

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
MPE Srl has been founded in 1973 by Giorgio Battagliotti. MPE Srl is a well-established company specialized
in the production of precise technical products in thermoplastic materials, produced using injection, blow
molding and injection-blow molding technologies (Pressblow molding).
MPE Srl is considered as reliable and punctual partner at national and international level, thanks to the
accumulated experience in over forty years of activity and the continuous update in quality field and thanks
also to the MPE USA, MPE Balkan, MPE Mexico and MPE Suzhou subsidiaries.
Along with the production activity, MPE Srl offers to its customers consultancy, development, co-design and
assembly, in the automotive market. The customers of MPE Srl are first level suppliers (Tier 1) and more often
car manufacturers themselves (OEM). MPE Srl is committed to increase the value of its group, companies,
products and services as well as the skills of all the staff, operating in full compliance with the ecological
standards.
MPE Srl chooses to adopt an Environmental Management System. This system is applicable to the processes
carried out by MPE Srl at the plants of Mathi C.se and Villanova C.se, in the activities of manufacturing
precision technical items in thermoplastic materials, produced using injection molding, blow molding and pressblow molding technologies including some production phases in outsourcing.
MPE Srl believes that the environmental protection and pollution prevention are a fundamental component in
business management. In accordance with such principles, MPE Srl is committed:
➢

To adopt all necessary measures to ensure the compliance with the environmental laws in force;

➢

To continuously improve the environmental performance by defining targets and providing necessary
resources in light of the multi-annual plans.

➢

To define operating procedures in the environmental field and train the staff on those topics.

➢

To use the best available techniques for replacement and improvement investments, in accordance
with the correct policy for the use of company resources.

➢

To adopt a policy that considers the use of the renewable natural resources.

➢

To sensitize suppliers towards an approach of responsibility and environmental attention.

➢

To inform all the involved parties about the environmental results, in a transparent and voluntary way,
within an active spirit of dialogue.
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